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The Claybornes are back -- and love is in bloom! First introduced in Julie Garwood's magnificent "New
York Times" bestseller "For the Roses," which inspired the Hallmark Hall of Fame television film "Rose
Hill, " the Clayborne brothers of Blue Belle, Montana, have been embraced by millions worldwide. Now
Julie Garwood spins the individual stories of these three spirited brothers -- once a mismatched gang of street
urchins -- in a trio of special novels that continues with "One White Rose." Douglas Clayborne will never
turn his back on anyone in need, and everyone in Blue Belle knows it. Time and again, his intolerance of
cruelty of any kind has made him a champion of the defenseless...but his quiet strength faces its ultimate
battle when he meets Isabel Grant. He arrives at her ranch to pick up the magnificent Arabian stallion he's
purchased, but he cannot leave the vulnerable woman behind when he discovers the danger that threatens
her. Convincing the stubborn, strong-willed beauty that she needs him is another matter. Douglas can stop
the men from stealing her ranch and her horses, but he cannot stop Isabel Grant from stealing his heart.
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From reader reviews:

Kelly Neidig:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading
practice give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book in which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get
based on what kind of publication you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with schooling books
but if you want sense happy read one along with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Often
the One White Rose is kind of reserve which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Jackie Lafond:

This One White Rose usually are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The
explanation of this One White Rose can be among the great books you must have is giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your previous
knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions both in
e-book and printed people. Beside that this One White Rose giving you an enormous of experience like rich
vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day task. So , let's have it
appreciate reading.

Cary Freeman:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not seeking One White Rose that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world a great deal better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be claimed constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you may pick
One White Rose become your own starter.

Robert Fox:

Reading a book to get new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you read a
book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, due to
the fact book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of
book that you have read. If you would like get information about your research, you can read education
books, but if you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and also soon. The
One White Rose provide you with a new experience in reading through a book.
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